
Our company is looking to fill the role of territory account manager. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for territory account manager

Prepare and update twice a year a detailed Territory Plan which outlines the
Go to Market plan and product opportunity mix
Monitor online campaigns
Finding, generating and developing new customers
Apply industry knowledge and critical thinking to sales operations to provide
exceptional, compliant service to targeted third party distribution partners
and mid-market complex accounts
Assist in the development and execution of partner marketing and sales
programs
Lead cross-functional discussions for coordination of workflow, work review,
sharing of information, optimal working conditions for a successful enrollment
and best practices, in addition to facilitating customer onboarding activities
to ensure a smooth transition into ongoing billing/collection and customer life
cycle processes
Initiate and drive communications that will provide optimal working
conditions for a successful enrollment and service experience
Lead internal meetings with subject matter experts and Senior Management
to ensure coherent sales and service operations requests
Performs the role of Sales Director for their virtual partner selling teams,
ensuring weekly review of pipeline, deals and accurate forecasting
Plan and execute through channel partners the distribution strategy set at
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Qualifications for territory account manager

Experience in infrastructure or software sales is essential
Strong end user field sales experience into Public Sector (preferable
Education and/or Healthcare)
Experienced in channel and direct sales management of small commercial
sales teams both inside sales and external
Ability to drive a sales team to a common goal, setting clear and measurable
goals that produce results
Virtual Desktop" and/or Desktop experience is desired
Experience and knowledge of working with channel partners in Sweden


